QUESTIONNAIRE
All dimensions given are indicative values and
not binding. They are recalculated in individual
cases. Dimensions with a red frame must be
filled out. They are decisive for the offer and
should be as exactly as possible.

Company:
Contact person:
Street:

Regarding this drawing we reserve all rights. The
drawing is for information only and will not be
considered in the case of alterations.
Copying of this document, giving it to others and
use or communication of the contents thereof, are
forbidden without expressive permission.
Offenders are liable to the payment of damages. All
rights are reserved in the event of issuing a patent
or the entry of a registered pattern or design.

Zip code / city:
Phone:
Fax:
e-Mail:

@

ST REF-No.

Telescopic arm

Tower

_______________________________

YOUR REF-No.

3650

fill in
work range

(tide range, ship
movement, etc.)

from lowest
position to
highest
position

________________________________

1400

Quantity FerryCHARGER tower

____

pieces

2.

Quantity FerryCHARGER socket

____

pieces

DELIVERY / WARRANTY
3.

Estimated time of order

___________________

4.

Estimated time of delivery FerryCHARGER tower

___________________

5.

Estimated time of delivery FerryCHARGER socket

___________________

6.
7.

Cable Routing
fill in
lowest position
(min. 1000 mm)
various hights of
tower foundation
possible

350 mm

min.= 500 / max.= 1500*

___________________

Place of delivery FerryCHARGER tower

___________________________________________________

Quay wall

______________________________________________________________________________________

8.

2500

QUANTITY
1.

Socket (onboard)

Place of delivery FerryCHARGER socket

Ship

___________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Ambient temperature

______

°C up to

TRANSMITTABLE POWER ( current / voltage / 100% duty cycle)
10.

Low voltage
Medium voltage

□ 1600 A, 0.6/1 kV
□ 3000 A, 0.6/1 kV
□ 300 A, 6/10 (12) kV □ 600 A, 6/10 (12) kV

______

A, 0.6/1 kV

______

A, _______ kV

______

°C

□ AC □ DC
□ AC □ DC

FerryCHARGER SOCKET, Operating Voltage
11.

1PH 230VAC / 50Hz ║16 A ║ L1/ N / PE or preferable 3PH 400VAC / 50Hz ║ 16 A ║ L1/ L2 / L3 / N / PE
Interface: Profinet

Safeguard acc. HSE
for the ladder

horizontal
range
200

Cable routing
Access to the tower
from the bottom

horizontal
range
200

FerryCHARGER TOWER, Operating Voltage
12.

3PH 400VAC / 50Hz ║ 35A ║ L1 / L2 / L3 / N / PE

Interface: Profinet

ATTACHMENTS
13.

__________________________________________________________

/

□ Terminal /quay layout plan

REMARKS / NOTES
14.

______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Special applications on request
STEMMANN-TECHNIK GmbH ▪ Niedersachsenstr. 2 ▪ 48465 Schüttorf ▪ Germany

z

1900

9.

3300
Foundation view

The telescopic plug
has a max. degree of
fredome in rotation
angle to the x, y and
z axis of 5°.

Weights:
FerryCHARGER Tower = 15 - 17 tons
FerryCHARGER Socket = 1500 kg
* = 300 mm additional reserve
for disconnection

= Reference point: The reference point is determined by Stemmann-Technik and is decisive for the installation on ship and land.

